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Abstract: Public websites offer information on a variety of topics and services and are accessed by users with varying skills to browse the kind of electronic document repositories. However, the complex website structure and diversity of web browsing behavior create a challenging task for click prediction. This paper presents the results of a novel reinforcement learning approach to model user browsing patterns in a hierarchically ordered municipal website. We study how accurate predictor the browsing history is, when the target pages are not immediate next pages pointed by hyperlinks, but appear a number of levels down the hierarchy. We compare traditional type of baseline classifiers’ performance against our reinforcement learning-based training algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Public domain web portals, for example, municipal websites, education, or healthcare services, are often organized into a hierarchy. The hierarchy represents a tree with a single root node (the main home page) with several branches representing different topic pages, i.e., each topic has its own branch starting from the root. When the content of a web page grows large, the information organization of the portals may not be intuitive for all users. They may find it laborious to reach the information they need or, in the worst case, do not find it at all. The user experience is poor if users are engaged in browsing activities where finding the relevant information is compromised. Recommendation of pages is a solution to minimize the user effort to find relevant information in a large information space. It is widely used in commercial websites but more sparsely in public domain portals.

Table 1 shows the simple URL paths of four target page examples. We see the page structure that is encoded in the path segments, where each topic and level of information are seen separated by a forward slash character. Each segment corresponds to a web page connected via a hyperlink to each following segment or a target page. The whole topology appears as a directed graph, where the main page is the root node following each main topic in their own child branch spanning in their own branches in every subtopic. There is usually a generic-specific type of relation between any given parent-child node, where traversal to the lower levels of the hierarchy accesses the more specific and desired content in that branch of a topic.

Users’ information seeking activity involves traversal via intermediate pages that serve as a guide towards the most specific information in the leaf pages in the hierarchy until relevant information is found. The complexities’ contributing to a perceived user experience may include the layout of the portal, wording and conceptualization intermediate subtopics, and the number of levels at the intermediates.
Item recommendation is commonly used as an aid for users to find a candidate items of interest. The methods by large extend are based on users’ past interactions to model similarities as weights between adjacent items on a website. A shortcoming for the item similarity approach is a short-term consideration for the importance of items. Inevitably, if we seek to recommend target pages, it is not feasible to recommend intermediate pages which are used mostly for navigation purposes. Thus, single step user-to-item or item-to-item matching is not seen as a useful option, but to provide means for recommendation that extends multiple levels down the branch structure.

Table 1. Path examples from an example municipal website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;root&gt;/philharmonic/concerts/first-of-may.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;root&gt;/health-services/dental-treatment/dental-clinics.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;root&gt;/sports-and-leisure/recreation/outdoor-activities/summer-camps.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;root&gt;/sports-and-leisure/recreation/outdoor-activities/ski-tracks.html</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, it is not uncommon that the explicit preference of user is not known. In other words, they are treated as anonymous for usability reasons and for privacy concerns. In that case, when longer-term user history or profile is not present, there may be limitations how the probability of related items can be calculated. However, the recommendations can adapt the short-term interest of an anonymous user in session-based recommendation setting. The adaptation is the bound to the current situation or short-term interests. This is known as contextual awareness, including representational and interactional factors, where the former may use features, like geographical information or time, and the latter, user behavioral patterns [1].

Traditional recommendation techniques, such as collaborative filtering (CF), are based on users’ expressions on similar items [2–4]. In broad terms, the CF method may use a matrix completion setup where similarity is expressed as ratings of items for user-item similarity. Analyzing the content of textual information to find regularities is the core of content-based filtering techniques for item-item setup [3]. In sequence-aware recommender systems, the assumption is that the underlying data is a sequence dataset consisting of user actions in a user community, where the actions may have additional attributes, such as item view, a click event, or timestamp [1].

We focus on the users’ click event history and model their behavior using the events as a single feature to study the applicability of traditional item-based classifier algorithms and our own target-based approach to a hierarchical content domain. The past click events record the paths from the upper levels of the hierarchy to the final content pages. Based on the recorded history of click events on a website, the task is to map the previous events to a related event. A common model of the mapping is to calculate the probability \( p(y|x) \) and \( p(y_1, ..., y_k|x_1, ..., x_k) \) of all clicks in a \( k \) length session [5].

Our intention is to observe how the properties of the document hierarchy affect the performance in a sequence-aware recommender system scenario of a baseline, deep learning (DL) and reinforcement learning (RL) type of classifiers. We choose traditional supervised learning approaches to compare their applicability for future step prediction. A Markov Model (MM) is used to provide a naïve model baseline for the specific used data. It has been used traditionally for WNP, although it is known to fail to predict more than one step ahead [6]. MM is also used to compare the results of the DL implementations used in this study for the scale of the performance. Long short-term memory (LSTM) models are designed to model the temporal dependencies of random variables. It is a natural choice for the path prediction. In addition, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is chosen as an option for its simplicity to compare the generic performance of the models.

RL differs from supervised learning by its characteristics of mapping situations into actions. An agent learns by taking actions on trial and error search which yields reward depending on the goodness of given action. The agent’s ability to learn complex scenar-
ios depends not only on immediate (labeled) rewards but the ability to evaluate which subsequent rewards lead to a desired goal. The maximization of a total reward may then be delayed due to the collected set of subsequent rewards [7]. It is, therefore, suitable for multi-step goals and if the targets are set as a leaf pages in the page hierarchy.

We present RL-based Q-learning approach for modeling page recommendations for a hierarchical website using clickstreams as our training data. We present the modeling results of a supervised DL approach for page recommendations. We train three types of classifiers to predict the probability of the next click event based on users’ browsing history. We will use accuracy to evaluate the classifiers given a random click and a subsequent event from the historical events in relation to the classifiers’ output. We use the municipal website from the Finnish city of Tampere (www.tampere.fi (accessed on 21 April 2021)) as our case study.

The contributions of this paper are:
- We evaluate the accuracy of the classifiers given a single random page.
- We introduce session-trajectory learning; a novel Q-learning algorithm designed for training in hierarchical web domain to predict final content pages.
- We observe the effect of history of click events in relation to the subsequent event to the classifiers’ performance.
- We experiment the effect on the performance of different deep learning architectures and compare then with our algorithm.
- We evaluate the applicability of the sequential models for the domain and data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work by describing the aspects of recommender systems. Section 3 introduces the modeling, the baseline methods, and the designed algorithm used in this work. Section 4 describes the municipal website data and the evaluation criteria used for comparing the models. Section 5 provides the results of the model comparison. Section 6 discusses the result analysis of the experiments. Finally, Section 7 includes the conclusions and future work of the study.

2. Related Work

The evaluation of item popularity is the key element for CF, where explicit users’ ratings may be used identify similar items or the use of the amount of clicks for further ranking [3,4], where popularity bias [8–10] can introduce unfairness to it. User browsing patterns are usually extracted from web logs for WNP [11], which are commonly used in other areas, such as Information Systems research for user engagement studies [12]. Whereas WNP addressed the problem with predicting subsequent click events and is by nature a multi-class problem, it shares similar popularity-based heuristics as CF. Technically, the assessment of the output may use probability threshold or top-N of most probable outcomes heuristics [11]. In sequence-aware recommender systems, the input is a sequence of user actions in a user community and the output, a sequence of ordered list of items. Sequence-aware recommender systems can be categorized in application scenarios, such as context adaptation, trend detection, repeated recommendation, or order constraints and sequential patterns [1].

MM have been traditionally used for WNP [6] as for contemporary designs [11], even though its limitations to predict more than one step ahead [6]. Only 1st order MM is commonly used due to the growing state space complexity [6]. A DL-based recommendation is a popular research topic [13] and have been found to be an alternative for matrix factorization as they are able to generalize functions well [14]. Typical e-commerce environment use cases using LSTM, for example, includes predicting a buy event [5] and ad clicks [15].

DL methods are also popular for their ability to extend the method feature space. The categorical value embedding has been found to help DL to generalize better for sparse data with unknown statistics [16]. The feature interactions have also been learned through a factorization machine-based DL architectures [17,18]. Wide & Deep learning integrates continuous and categorical features in app recommendation for the Google Play app
store [19]. The solution uses wide linear models with the deep neural networks to combine the memorization (learning frequent item co-occurrences) and generalization (correlation transitivity and different feature combinations) to also overcome the sparsity and over specialization problems.

In recent years, RL-based models have been applied to graph generation solutions. Moreover, Graph representation learning (GRL) is a solution to learn low-dimension latent representations of graph topology. Methods include random walk and matrix factorization-based methods, as well as graph neural networks (GNNs) [20]. Use cases, such as link prediction in a social network, recommendation in e-commerce, multi-label classification, or language modeling, have been successfully used methods, such as DeepWalk [21], Node2Vec [22], or APP [23]. The methods can be broadly described as methods learning latent representations of graphs using a random walk procedure, where the walks are input to neural models, such as word2vec.

A generic Q-learning model approaches directed acyclic graph (DAG) generation as actions corresponding to the addition of nodes and edges. A directed graph $G = (V, E)$ is represented as a binary adjacency matrix $A$ with an additional feature matrix $F$ representing a type for each node. A positive reward is given if agent produces a DAG isomorphic to a ground truth graph. Ref [24] uses a Graph Convolutional Policy Network (GCPN) for molecular structure generation leverages convolutional network-based RL model [25]. It learns molecular structures modeled as adjacency matrix $A$, feature matrix $F$ and $E$ edge-connected adjacency tensor in a graph $G = (A, E, F)$. Its goal is to form a structure, that resembles realistic molecules. Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning is used to learn chains of reasoning paths over a Knowledge Graph (KG) [26]. It shows the ability to learn the relation between the head and the target entities of the given query against KG relationships, as well as predicting the target entity given head and a relation.

Reinforcement Learning has been applied to e-commerce recommendation as Q-learning problem using a common setting of log data of users’ past visits to probable other pages of interest [27]. Relating buyers’ impression to a potential seller via buyer used search words [28]. Similar use cases of relating customer feedback to items through Q-learning and self-attention mechanism [29]. Graph scenarios have been approached using a knowledge graph to discover high-quality negative signals from implicit feedback to interpret user intent [30]. Graph Convolutional Q-network (GCQN) learns recommendation policies based on the inputs of the graph-structured representations [31]. A sequence type of scenarios have been investigated with previous enrolled course relation to most relevant next courses [32]. The closest domain of a use is the use of hierachical clustering built over items, where a path to a certain target item is formulated [33].

A sequence-based recommender is a known solution domain [1]. However, the type of municipal website and the hierarchatical taxonomy, to the best of our knowledge, has not been addressed in research community [1,3,4,13,34–37], where we wish to predict the target pages of a chain [38] type of browsing behavior following a link structure via intermediate pages. There are similar use cases in both graph generating solution and recent recommender research using RL and Q-learning that be drawn inspiration from for path prediction over usage graphs.

3. Modeling and Methods

In this section, we formulate the problem and a model for the history of users’ click events to be used for page prediction. We then explain how the baseline classifiers use the history to model the probability of subsequent click events. The last part describes our approach to modeling a hierarchical web page usage graph through Q-learning and how the target pages are treated in comparison with the intermediate pages. The main notations used in this paper are summarized at Table 2.
Table 2. Main notations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Sequence of click events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^*$</td>
<td>Set of all possible sequences of $E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$o$</td>
<td>Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>Set of items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>Set of users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Ordered list of items of length $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L^*$</td>
<td>Set of all possible lists $L$ of length up to $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{util}(c, L)$</td>
<td>Utility function, where $c \in C$ and $L \in L^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>Set of web page URLs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{prob}(x)$</td>
<td>Probability function of click events given an input sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G = (V, E)$</td>
<td>Constructed web graph, where $V \subset U$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q(S, A)$</td>
<td>Estimation policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. The Problem Definition

The domain of our research is a municipal website, where the content is organized as a tree hierarchy where the main page represents a single root node. Each topic continues from the root node in its own branch. Each of the subsequent child node represents a page used in navigational purpose. These intermediate pages will eventually lead to a leaf page that contains specific content. Users seek information by traversing via a number of these intermediate pages towards the most specific information in the leaf pages of the hierarchy.

The users are treated as anonymous, i.e., their preferences cannot be characterized using an implicit profile. Therefore, we observe and adapt to the session-based features referred as representational and interactional factors. In this study, we concentrate on the latter which consists of behavioral patterns which includes the click event sequences of the user community that are used to model trajectories leading to target pages.

A collection of user actions and requests in a website visit are called a server session. Clickstream is a list of web pages visited in the session presented in the viewing order [39]. It is hereby defined as a sequence $(E_i)_{i=1}^k = (e_1, e_2, ..., e_k)$ of $k$ click events $e$ initiated by a single active user. $E^*$ is a domain of all clickstream sequences in the database.

The current page, a click event $e$ at time $t$, of a user is defined as a context page $e_{ctx}$. Order $o$ refers to how many previous $t - o$ pages the next page depends on adopting the formalism from Markov modeling [40]. Distance $d$ represents the number of subsequent future pages $t + d$ in relation with the $e_{ctx}$. The overall context of an active user is the sequence observed in the current session, where the $e_{ctx}$ is the main observation of the short-term interest. A target leaf page is defined as $e_{tgt}$ which in the tree hierarchy includes the set pages that do not have any child pages. Our goal is to predict the leaf content given that an active user $e_{ctx}$ is any of the intermediate pages, including the root and for any number $\forall d$ of intermediate pages between $e_{ctx}$ and the $e_{tgt}$.

Let $I$ be the set of all recommendable items on the website and $C$ a set of all users. $L$ is an ordered list of items of length $n$, where each sequence $L$ is an element of the set of the powerset of $I$, which is denoted as $L^*$, i.e., a set of all permutations of the power set. We want to design a utility function $\text{util}$, which purpose is to find an ordered list of items $L$ of length $n$ for user $c \in C$. The purpose of the sequence-aware recommendation problem is to determine a sequence $L_c$ for a user that maximizes the score of a given sequence. The design of the function depends on what type of value the recommender should provide to the user [1].

$$L_c = \arg \max_{L \in L^*} \text{util}(c, L).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Our purpose is to find a function that predicts the leaf content by providing a sequence of pages having a target page as a last item. The solution aims to use the clickstream records of past user sessions to model paths to the leaf pages. It needs to figure out a weighting scheme that describes the paths in a such way that are agnostic to the underlying page
structure but generalize the sequential regularities presented in a user community to describe a policy \( \pi : e_{ctx} \rightarrow e_{tgt} \) from any given \( e_{ctx} \).

Given such a kind of scenario, we can model the problem using Q-learning. It is designed to maximize the expected value of the total reward over successive steps towards a target. However, we need to design a training algorithm to use clickstream data to model hierarchical page topologies and usage, which is not limited to any given topology per se, but can be generalized any kind of structures as long as the structure is represented in the input data. We compare the performance in a sequence-aware recommender scenario of our RL-based implementation against the MM and DL type of baseline classifiers that are derived from traditional recommender methods used in cases, such as a buy event [5] or an ad click [15] prediction.

We limit each item on \( I \) to be a web page in our given page hierarchy, in which all have a designated URL, from which leaf page information can be derived, e.g., a page having no child nodes what was described in simple examples in Table 1. \( U \) is a set of URLs of the web pages available on the website \( u_i \in U. |U| = m \) is the number of available URLs defining the state space of the classifier, i.e., the space is equal amount of input and output the neurons of a classifier and it relates to the space and computing requirements for the training. A precondition for the method usage is that each event is encoded as a unique integer value \( u_i \in \mathbb{N}_1 \). Any subset of clickstreams are denoted by \( E_z \), where \( z \) represents a label for the selection criteria.

The modeling uses a subset \( E_z = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_h\} \) of all dataset sequences \( E_z \subset E^* \), where the aim is to use a smaller number of training samples that are available at the whole dataset. Each sequence \( z_j \) length has an upper and lower bounds \( \{z_j \mid z_j \in E_z, |z_j| \geq Len_{low}, and |z_j| \leq Len_{high}\} \), where the lower bound is dictated by \( Len_{low} = \max(order) + 1 \) and the higher \( Len_{high} = \max(|z| = len(z_j) : z_j \in E_z) \) by the maximum session length found at the dataset, where \( \text{len}(t) \) denotes the length of a sequence.

3.2. Markov Model

MM is defined as a stochastic process \( X_n \) having a finite number of states \( n = 0, 1, 2, .... \). The process satisfied the following condition \( p(i, j) = P(X_{n+1} = j | X_n = i, X_{n-1} = i_{n-1}, ..., X_0 = i_0) \). The outgoing probabilities from a state \( i \) are defined as \( \sum_{j \in S} p(i, j) = 1 \) [41].

MM of order \( o \) defines a process \( X^{(o)} \) that depends on recent \( o \) states [40]. The future steps are denoted as distance \( d = \{1, 2, ...\} \). MM is used to provide a naive model baseline and to compare the results of the LSTM and MLP implementations used in this study for the scale of the performance.

3.3. Deep Learning Page Predictors

The DL click event prediction is treated as a multi-class classification problem having the state space \( |U| \) of possible outcomes. A probability function \( \text{prob}_m \) is fitted during a training process to model the probability \( p(y|x), \) where \( x \) denotes a sequence of visited pages, and \( y \) is the probability distribution of the available pages. Items on \( x \) are mapped using one-hot encoding to the vector of length \( m \), where the \( m \)th index indicates the presence of a page \( x = [x_1, ..., x_m] \). The output distribution \( y = [y_1, ..., y_m] \) represents the probabilities of the subsequent pages having the same dimension as the input. The outcome selected as an event with maximum probability (2) [42].

\[
\hat{y} = \arg \max_{m \in \{1, ..., |U|\}} \text{prob}_m(x).
\]

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a network of perceptrons constituting at least an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The learning goal is to find the weights \( w \) and biases \( b \) so that the output approximates the \( p(y|x) \) for all training inputs. Given inputs \( x = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_m\} \), bias \( b \), and weights \( w = \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_m\} \), the output of a single layer \( l \) having a multiple inputs is defined in (3) [43]. We use concatenation for inputting a number
of past events to the model designated by \( o \). The input \( x \) may then have multiple one-hot encoded pages depending on the number of \( o \).

\[
y_l = \sigma(\sum_{i=1}^{m} w_l x_i + b).
\]

Long short-term memory (LSTM) networks are based on gated memory units. They are designed for sequential data to model the temporal dependencies of variables. The main idea is to learn whether to keep or forget previous values in time so that the memory would not vanish during the gradient descent [44]. LSTM network is presented in (4) to (9).

\[
\begin{align*}
i_l &= \sigma(W_i h_{t-1} + V_i x_t + b_i), \\
o_l &= \sigma(W_o h_{t-1} + V_o x_t + b_o), \\
f_l &= \sigma(W_f h_{t-1} + V_f x_t + b_f), \\
\tilde{C}_l &= \tanh(W_c h_{t-1} + V_c x_t + b_c), \\
C_l &= i_l \odot \tilde{C}_l + f_l \odot C_{t-1}, \\
y_l &= o_l \odot \tanh(C_l).
\end{align*}
\]

\( C_l \) is the cell state and \( \tilde{C}_l \) is the candidate whether the information should be persisted or not. \( x_t \) and \( y_l \) are the input and output. \( W \) are the weight matrices of the input, output, and forget gates, as well as the cell state. \( V \) is the same for inputs and \( b \) the bias vectors. \( i, o, \) and \( f \) are the input, output, and forget gate vectors [44]. It can be seen that the LSTM is clearly more complex in comparison with the MLP network. However, training the LSTM model do not require similar concatenation as MLP as it natively supports a sequence of \( x \) as an input.

The training for each order splits each sequence \( s_j \) to a training input sequences, where \( |x_{\text{train}}| = \text{order} \) is the number of model input events and \( |y_{\text{train}}| = 1 \) is the number of model output events. Similar procedure exists for the inference, where a \( x_{\text{test}} \) is generated for the model input. Corresponding ground truth event \( |y_{\text{test}}| = 1 \) is taken and compared with model output \( \hat{y} \). A generator pattern is used to predict the subsequent pages designated by the \( d \), where an output of a stage is fed as an input of the second stage.

### 3.4. Session-Trajectory Learning

Q-learning is off-policy TD RL algorithm. Its approximation of optimal policy \( Q^* \) is independently estimated given behavioral policy. The policy update is done at time \( t + 1 \) using observed reward \( R_{t+1} \) and the discounted value estimation. The original value of the state-action pair is then updated with an error (difference) between a look ahead value estimation and the previous estimated value (11). The update is controlled using step-size parameter \( \alpha \), which controls the learning rate and with discount-rate \( \gamma \) of the \( t + 1 \) value estimation [7]. We found out that the TD is the most essential feature for our session-trajectory learning not to forget previously learned state transitions.

\[
Q(S_t, A_t) = Q(S_t, A_t) + \alpha[R_{t+1} + \gamma \max\limits_{a} Q(S_{t+1}, A_{t+1}) - Q(S_t, A_t)].
\] (10)

Our target is to learn a directed web graph \( G = (V, E) \) where each node represents a click event in our dataset and vertex a transition from event \( e_t \) to \( e_{t+1} \). The graph models the state transition probabilities by maximizing a reward function of state-action pairs \( r(s, a) = \mathbb{E}[R_t | S_{t-1} = s, A_{t-1} = a, S_t = s'] \) [7], where \( R_t \) is the reward and \( S_t \) is the state at time \( t \) proceeding state \( S_{t-1} \) and action \( A_{t-1} \). We treat the reward function equal to the session-aware recommender utility function and introduce a novel algorithm for training its estimation, which draws inspiration from two different branches of research: RL-based graph generating solutions [25,26] and RL recommender algorithms through hierarchical clustering [33].
We name the algorithm as session-trajectory learning, which is a graph generation procedure using Q-learning design, where the goal is to approximate the reward function using an estimation policy \( Q(S_t, A_t) \). The algorithm proceeds in discrete episodes iterating the clickstream sequences \( z_j \) in order from the first event to the last. By having user guided trajectories, i.e., the page transitions of past clickstreams towards the target leaf pages, we model the multi-step page transitions from any given start page to popular leafs in our final graph. The process is described with a set of states \( S \), actions \( A \), and consequential rewards \( R(a_t) \) at time \( t \), where \( S \) represents the events in clickstreams, \( A \) describes their state transitions as actions, and \( R(a_t) \) is a reward function for a state transition.

We design an environment that fits our hierarchical page domain providing session trajectories in each episode, i.e., sample sequences \( z_j \) from our sequence database \( z_j \in E_z \), where each \( z_j \) is selected to contain only sequences that ends with a leaf page that has no child pages. The annotations for each sample follow a rule, where each subsequent click event \( e_i \leq k \) in sequence \( z_j \) is an intermediate state and the last \( e_k \) as our target state \( e_{tgt} \), which in turn is a terminal event in an episode.

The session trajectory differs from traditional RL trajectories in a single episode [7], in a such way, that we expect the past sessions generate trajectories that are independent of each other and may end in different terminal states where the start state during the inference may be any of the intermediate states along a session trajectory, which will eventually decide the target. In an extreme case, we only see unique trajectories during the training.

State represents an event \( e_j \) in the given sequence \( z_j \) in an episode. The RL agent observes the states by iterating a clickstream state transitions from the first event to the last. Non-terminal, intermediate events are between the start and terminal state. The terminal state indicates last event of the sequence.

Action describes a single state transition two click events in a single trajectory. We generate the final graph by observing single trajectories, where each action is also a modification to the final graph where an edge is created between two nodes.

Reward design constitutes a three level of different reward values. A negative value is given whether the transition is illegal. A small positive reward is given to intermediate actions and a large reward when the terminal state is reached.

During training, represented in Algorithm 1, actions are generated for a given state using the \( \epsilon \)-greedy behavioral policy, where \( \epsilon \) represents the probability whether a random action is selected. Otherwise, an action indicated by the estimation policy is used. A balance between the exploration and exploitation is smoothed by using decaying \( \epsilon \) for each episode.

**Algorithm 1 Session trajectory learning**

1: \textbf{Input:} Training data, click sequences \( \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_h\} \)
2: Initialize learning rate and discount factor \( \alpha \leftarrow 0.9, \gamma \leftarrow 0.1 \)
3: for all \( z_i \) in \( E_z \) do
4: Initialize \( S_t \leftarrow \) first event \( e_0 \) of \( z_i \)
5: for all \( e_i \) in \( z_i \) do
6: Select \( A_t \) at \( S_t \), the state transition \( e_i \) to \( \hat{e}_{i+1} \) derived from \( Q \) using \( \epsilon \)-greedy
7: Compare \( S_{t+1} = \hat{e}_{i+1} \) with ground truth \( e_{i+1} \) in \( z_i \)
8: if \( \hat{e}_{i+1} = e_{i+1} \) and terminal then
9: \( R_{t+1} \leftarrow 1 \)
10: else if \( \hat{e}_{i+1} = e_{i+1} \) and intermediate then
11: \( R_{t+1} \leftarrow 0.1 \)
12: else
13: \( R_{t+1} \leftarrow -0.1 \)
14: end if
15: \( Q(S_t, A_t) = Q(S_t, A_t) + \alpha[R_{t+1} + \gamma \max_a Q(S_{t+1}, A_{t+1}) - Q(S_t, A_t)] \)
16: \( S_t \leftarrow S_{t+1} \)
17: end for
18: end for
The RL agent iterates the sequences via the environment. An episode start initializes the environment to a first state of the current sequence. Stepping the environment it proceeds to the next state by using an action generated by the behavioral policy. If given state transition was correct in the current sequence, the agent receives a small positive reward for the intermediate states and large if the correct terminal is reached. If not, the environment stays in the current state with returning a negative reward.

The goal of the algorithm is to maximize the cumulative rewards so that during the inference the path from the context to the expected target page can be recalled. Due to the independence aspects of each trajectory, we found out that a single random trajectory may override a crucial path that resembles strong association between any given intermediate and target state. Therefore, we must apply a function for the estimation policy that does not override the past associations, but calculate smooth updates for the policy per each episode. To achieve this, we found that the temporal-difference (TD) is the most essential feature for the estimation policy update. Having the smoothed update present, the total cumulative reward from any context event to the terminal will then represent an ideal state transition sequence from a given context to a target event, i.e., a leaf content page.

3.5. Top-N Experimentation

The nature of the hierarchical information structure presents a multi-choice selection for the following events. If a context event $e_{ctx}$ ($e_{ctx} \in E_{test}$, i.e., the current page of an active user) is selected, the predicted next event $e_p$ is sampled from a distribution of the child pages $E_c = \{e_p | E_c \subset U\}$. In other words, the predicted event $e_p$, or the following events $e_{p+d}$, may have multiple labels, from which the right choice depends on a latent information need. If events with the highest probability are only assumed to be relevant, the outcome is optimistic by design because a popular choice may not be the right one. The effect needs to be verified by applying a test setup to confirm, whether an event of choice is generated by the model, but with a lower probability. An experimental top-N setting is prepared to prove, whether we can improve the accuracy of the user selection. In that case, an additional feature engineering would be applicable to improve the performance of the modeling.

Top-N experiments are run with options 1, 3, and 5 to observe whether relevant events exist below what are suggested by the maximum probability. The multi-class classification model provides probabilities for next events given a single event or a list of input events. Taking into an account the top-N list of probabilities, pseudo relevance feedback can be assessed by selecting and testing, whether the ground truth event exists in the top-N probable events.

If the model is successful, it learns a variety of click patterns and predicts actual users’ behavior correctly. This would suggest that the model could be further enhanced by additional features. A selection-based algorithm is used at the inference for the top-N experiment. It uses a ground truth event selected from the test set. If it is in the predicted top-N events, the event is returned. If the top-N list do not include the ground truth event, the default event with the highest probability is selected.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Data

The data in this study consist of the web pages and the session logs of the public website from the Finnish city of Tampere. The logs are collected during two full years, 2011–2012. Each year contains 6.9 million sessions per year. The state space, i.e., the number of unique URLs is 245,532, containing referring pages from domains outside the site, i.e., from social network applications, newspaper web sites, etc. URLs are also dynamically generated by the website search.

The portal contains 225,000 web pages, including 105 different topics under the root URL domain, i.e., counted as the first child nodes of the root URL. However, the topics include internal, duplicate, under construction, etc., type of information that is not related
to common usage. Commonly used topics include: civil engineering, philharmonic orchestra, education, culture and museums, health services, etc. The page visits are not evenly distributed across the year. Figure 1 illustrate three typical visit patterns: low and high holiday season usage and even distribution which may include biased months.

![Figure 1. Typical visit patterns.](image)

There are time dependencies on the consumption of popular topics, as well as single pages. The statistics of only the most popular topics will give an overview of the dependencies. Figure 2 presents the top-5 most popular topics per month. Sports and leisure (orange), and a local museum Vapriikki (blue), as well as health services (grey), illustrates the constant consumption through the year. Culture and museums (brown) and education and studies (light blue) appear only a limited amount of time in top-5 list.

![Figure 2. Annual monthly top-5 topic consumption.](image)

The Bouncing rate (a ratio of single and total number of page visits) is high as 85%, i.e., the large portion of the data contains a single page sessions. The distribution of session lengths ranges from a single click up to one hundred in a yearly basis with average of 35 clicks, the mode of the session lengths is between 1 and 15 clicks, where the single page visits dominate.

The hierarchy of the topics structure is represented in the slash separated path segments of the URLs: root/education/primaryeducation/curriculum.html. There are 81 different topics (unique segments as a first child) under the root domain, including non-public system related content, as well as redundant topics that are temporary for page updates. Sessions, including visits in 26 unique topics, are selected for the study. Counting the path lengths from URLs used in the sessions, the pages form a hierarchy of ten levels deep. Distribution of visited URL depths is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. URL depths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>12,507</td>
<td>4205</td>
<td>7528</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Measures

Evaluation focuses on the prediction accuracy of the subsequent pages given a random context page or a history of \( o \) pages. The data are divided using the common 80/20 random split for training and testing, respectively.

The training of the models is done by sampling from the population of the year 2011. This is done to gain an overall understanding about the applicability to support a generic model for the data and the overall performance of the modeling. Orders \( (o) \) 1 to 3 are used to test the performance of the model when adding more memory, i.e., the effect of previous clicks. Distances \( (d) \) from 1 to 6 are used for each model that indicates capability to predict a number of steps forward to define a window of future predictions based on the URL depth statistics. The majority of the pages are at four to six deep hierarchies.

During testing, a next event is predicted as described at the modeling section. In the evaluation of the performance, the predicted event is compared with the ground truth event. A random page \( e_c \) is selected from each test set session, which is treated as the current context page of an active user. The ground truth page \( e \) is selected from the same session and a number of steps are counted forward from \( e_c \) indicated by the parameter \( d \). The trained model is used to predict the next page \( \hat{e} \) from the given \( e_c \) for each \( d \). As described in the modeling, we run top-N experiments which are constructed to test whether there is an event at top-N probable events corresponding the ground truth.

A list of \( < e_c, \hat{e} > \) pairs is constructed and used as an input to statistical evaluation having the number of examples of the whole test set. The predictions are treated as the multi-class classification problem, where each web-page represents its own class.

Accuracy is chosen as the main evaluation criteria with the addition of and \( F1 \) to indicate the overall performance taking the precision and recall into an account. The approach to evaluate overall multi-class performance includes the calculation of macro/micro averaged value across all classes. The macro approach is an average of each metric over all classes. Micro, on the other hand, includes the aggregation of all contributing values and then calculating the metrics. Like Refs. [45,46], the evaluation in this paper is done using the macro averaged value.

4.3. Evaluation Setup

Sequence lengths from minimum \( Len_{low} \) and maximum of \( Len_{high} \) are used for training. The \( Len_{low} \) requirement is due to the order \( (o) \) of the model. The model of \( o \) requires \( o + 1 \) of minimum the sequence length, i.e., the number of click events that corresponds \( o \) and the number of events that corresponds the number of distance \( (d) \) of forward clicks.

Three main rules for the data selection are applied: (a) sequences starting on the root page and traversing the natural topic hierarchy of the structure, (b) random selection of sequences of 26 selected topics from the population of the year 2011, and (c) sequences ending on a leaf page of the page hierarchy. We choose the latter rule as an assumed relevance assessment that user arriving at a leaf page has found the information of interest.

It was found out that the dataset contains many internal pages to the web hosting service, in addition to topic pages that are used in publishing new content that are duplicates of some topics, but are consumed in different time during the year. From the total number of topics, there are ten the most popular top-5 that appear constantly during the year. Additionally, there are short-lived pages that appear a limited time to promote an event type of content.

We wish to concentrate on the most relevant content pages that may appear on the most popular pages, but raise up beneficial pages that may appear on a larger number of topic selection. A subset of 26 topics are then chosen because internal pages and otherwise
redundant page information exists at the session data. Technical reasons also play a role for the filtering. The number of sessions, as well as the large state space pose large computing requirements for the modeling.

We evaluate the ability of each of the model to predict the future page transitions towards the assumed target pages at the leaf nodes of the page hierarchy. The depth of the page topology was found to be ten pages deep having most of the pages at four to six deep hierarchies. By knowing the depth distribution, the distance from one to ten is used in the experiments to illustrate the model prediction performance down the hierarchy.

The MM model operations are based on an R language implementation of clickstream package [40] executed on Intel i7 6700K CPU architecture. DL modeling is a Python-based implementation using the Tensorflow library utilizing Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU. MLP designs are compared with LSTM architectures. Table 4 lists the used DL model parameters. The effect of number of layers and neurons to the accuracy are used for the evaluation.

Table 4. DL model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Layer Neurons</td>
<td>The state space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Layers</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Layer Neurons</td>
<td>32, 256 and 1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Layer Neurons</td>
<td>The state space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation Function</td>
<td>Softmax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Function</td>
<td>Categorical Crossentropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>0.001 to 0.00003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Initialization</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

This section presents the effect of the order for our dataset and the performance comparison between the MM, LSTM, MLP, and RL models having dataset as an input containing random samples of the population of the year 2011. In each of the figures, accuracy and F1-scores are shown in percentages in relation to the distance prediction for each of the models.

The experimentations are run by subsetting the full dataset of magnitude of $|S| = 14M$ and $|U| = 245,000$, from which we select 26 topics to be able to focus on content and additionally reduce the data for computing efficiency reasons. Then, we choose the states from $o = 1$ to $o = 3$ as the memory of the models. We also use the session length of $Len_{low} = 4$ to $Len_{high} = 100$ to ensure that the single page sessions are not used in evaluation. Total amounts reduces then to $|S_{26}| = 22,113$ and $|U_{26}| = 11,193$.

Figures 3 and 4 presents the results of the first experimentations, where we investigate the effect of the order for our dataset by using MM and DL baseline classifiers. We can see the lower than ten percent improvement or none in accuracy for the immediate, low order predictions. The overall prediction performance drops significantly for further distances being close to zero at $d = 4$.

In the second experiment, we present the performance comparison between the baseline and our RL-based models by using $o = 1$ models. In Figures 5 and 6, we can first see the same effect of dropping accuracy, as well as overall performance, for each of three baseline methods for further distances. Additionally, increasing the size of the DL layers does not improve their accuracy. The RL method performance does not improve the initial accuracy; however, it shows it is rather stable across the distances improving the multi-step prediction capability.
Figure 3. Accuracy related to the order of baseline models.

Figure 4. F1 related to the order of baseline models.

Figure 5. Accuracy comparison between the baseline and the RL-based models.
Finally, we observe the experimental result of top-N lists using a simple MLP model, whether there are matches below the suggested maximum probability. In Figures 7 and 8, we see an initial increase in the number of first-step matches—roughly a 10% increase between top 1, 3, and 5 lists. This still shows the effect of the $d > 1$ predictions with dropping accuracy under an average range of 10%.

Figure 6. F1 comparison between the baseline and the RL-based models.

Figure 7. Accuracy of top-N experimentation.

Figure 8. F1 of top-N experimentation.
6. Result Analysis

We started the evaluation by assessing a baseline performance for our dataset using Markov Model, LSTM, and MLP classifiers. In the first experiment, we see in Figures 3 and 4 similar performance for each of the classifiers, i.e., the DL-based classifier performance is same order of magnitude for each distance. The accuracy in Figure 3 varies between 7% and 10% for $o = 1$, 7% and 11% for $o = 2$, and 10% and 12% for $o = 3$ for each of the models. The models overall F1 performance Figure 4 range is between 7% and 19%. The order (memory) of the model did not increase the accuracy considerably. We also see that the distance (prediction horizon) usually decreases the accuracy 10–20% per step. We can only consider MM as a stable baseline for its growing state space complexity issue [6].

The second experimentation, we explore the size of the DL classifiers and compare the classifiers’ performance against our RL-based implementation. For the first experiment, the number of neurons are varied ($2^5$, $2^8$, and $2^{10}$). Approximately 22–30% accuracy can be achieved by the sequential model using only the pages with the highest probability. The performance can be seen in the Figures 5 and 6, where the same accuracy 10–20% per step decrease as in previous experiment, i.e., the size of the DL models will not increase the performance. It will relate to a rather poor user experience if used as such. However, with our RL-based implementation, we can see a stable 20% accuracy for each distance. We would have the better ability to predict the target leaf pages at the lower levels of the page hierarchy.

We concluded the evaluation using an experimental setting to validate, whether the samples of top-N probabilities include the correct matches in comparison with the ground truth. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate that there are samples of correct matches as we investigate the lower probability range, even if we see the similar steep drop in accuracy for future predictions after the first-step matches.

We saw at the start of the experiments, that the order (memory) of the model did not increase the accuracy considerably. This may be explained that the relevance of the next click is already a multi-choice, and the history is not an apparent hint of the future. The same effect seems to apply for the future steps. The future prediction accuracy seems to be stable in 20–30% range for immediate steps $d = 1$ but low for further $d > 1$ steps for baseline classifiers. The RL-based algorithm seems to have more stable performance $d > 1$ steps. This would ensure that we can achieve stable leaf node predictions only using just the sequence information as a feature. The potential additional feature engineering was suggested by the top-N experimentations.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we assessed the performance of Markov, deep learning and Q-learning models in order to predict click events based on the clickstreams of a hierarchical website. We evaluated the accuracy of the classifiers by observing a random page selection and observed the effect of the history and the prediction horizon for future click events. It was found out that 22–30% accuracy can be achieved by using the baseline classifiers for the set of data. The history of a session did not have any considerable effect on the modeling performance and the prediction horizon for subsequent steps of two to three was approximately 2% better in comparison with the single step accuracy. Our RL-based algorithm, however, has more stable performance for the future steps.

The modeling problem for the hierarchical website is a multi-class problem, having a state space of pages down the hierarchy. The clickstreams contain information about the user traversal patterns. They contain the paths to the relevant pages, but they are open to interpretations as each following click events has a number of outcomes. Not only the problem has the multi-class property, but also a multi-label, where each subsequent event has multiple labels attached depending on the latent information need.

Popularity bias, as defined, for example, in References [8–10], weights the pages that are often visited. The secondary events in a rank of probabilities contain relevant information about the subsequent pages that eventually lead to the needed content. This
was observed in top-N experiments. Not only the past visited pages hint the probability of the next, but they are a source of bias. The information need is also a latent feature, i.e., not observable directly in the sequential domain. The history is neither a univocal facet describing the information need.

However, it was found out that in our domain we have usually four to six and up to ten level deep page hierarchies, which contains the target, content pages at the leaves of the hierarchy. It is not feasible to recommend intermediate pages which are used to navigate to content pages. Therefore, there is a need to provide accurate recommendations to multiple levels forward. Q-learning proved a stable performance for multi-step distances compared with the baseline models. Further, it shows a promising result for our solution for the specific problem domain to continue our work.

We have considered the hierarchical page topology in our design for a particular domain scenario, but as described in the modeling chapter, our goal was to generalize the use in training for wider use as long as the topology is presented in the training data. Typical browsing behaviors may include a chain type in hierarchical structures and star for social network type of topologies and mixed for more complex scenarios [38], which may be used as a guideline to test the applicability of our algorithm in wider scope. In order to investigate the fit for general use, a dedicated study may be appropriate for the proof using a wider set of common datasets.

In the future, we would like to explore the feature space of the user sessions to improve the multi-step performance of Q-learning approach. We would consider of exploring the session features to maintain the user anonymity. The features, such as time, the label of a topic, content, etc., may all be candidates to enhance the prediction accuracy of multiple subsequent clicks on the hierarchical web domain. A set of proven session features would then be used for accurate page recommendations for an anonymous user.
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